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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose two-stage multichannel architecture for oyster product management system, 

called cloud stage and agent stage. There are two communication channels at each stage. In cloud stage, the 
embedded system in the smart scale communicates with the server through two channels, Ethernet or 3G/LTE 
mobile communication. In agent stage, PCs and smart phones called agents communicate with the server also 
through Internet and 3G/LTE mobile communication. Compared with previous system in which the amount of 
the oyster produced in oyster workplaces could be monitored only at the console of only one oyster main server, 
developed system makes it possible to monitor the amount of produced oyster at several PCs (or smart phones). 
In addition to the amount of oysters produced at all oyster workplaces the environment of oyster workplaces 
such as temperature and humidity can be monitored on agents to judge the freshness. Two-stage architecture 
with multiple channels makes it possible to monitor the amount of oyster product and environment of the oyster 
workplace at any place in real time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Industry 4.0 in which computers and automation come together in an entirely new way is the current trends 
in the various application areas.[1] The idea of Industry 4.0 was the integration of Internet of Things (IoT) in 
the manufacturing process in the factory.[2] IoT becomes the smart component with various sensors, actuators 
and IoT devices are connected tightly to get the goal.[3-7] The amount of the oyster produced in Korea is 
40,000 tons every year and 22,000 workers are engaged in oyster production. In the conventional oyster 
workplace, workers crushe oyster shells and take oyster shells away. The weight of the oyster produced by 
each worker is measured by the scale and it is written on the note by hand. The system in Ref. [8] totals up the 
amount of the oyster produced in all oyster workplaces in real time. 

The problem of the system developed in Ref. [8] is that the amount of the oyster produced in oyster 
workplaces could be monitored only at the console of only one oyster main server which is in the oyster 
cooperative union. Therefore, the system which makes it possible to monitor the amount of oyster produced at 
several PCs (or smart phones) at the division of several city halls in real time is required. The diversification 
of communication channels is inevitable trend of the development for monitoring and remote control of remote 
systems, home appliances, robot control [10-14]. 
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In this paper, we propose two-stage architecture for oyster product management system with multiple 
channels, called cloud stage and agent stage. There are two communication channels at each stage. In cloud 
stage, the oyster management system at each workplace communicates with the oyster main server at the 
control center through two channels, Ethernet or 3G/LTE mobile communication. In agent stage, PCs and 
smart phones called agents also communicate with oyster main server through Ethernet and 3G/LTE mobile 
communication. Two-stage architecture with multiple channels makes it possible to monitor and control the 
workplaces at any PCs and smart phone in real time. We developed the embedded system, the monitoring 
program running on the server and the monitoring program running on the client PC and the app running on 
the client smart phone, which access the monitoring program at the control center. 

The architecture of two-stage multichannel system for oyster product monitoring will be explained in 
section 2. In section 3, the implementation of the proposed system is described. Finally, conclusions are given 
in Section 4. 
 
2. ARCHITECTURE OF TWO-STAGE MULTICHANNEL SYSTEM  

 
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of two-stage multichannel system for oyster product management. It consists 

of two stages, cloud stage and agent stage. Two-stage multichannel system can be classified into three parts, 
workplace system, management server and agents which are PCs or smart phones for monitoring the amount 
of oyster product and environment of the oyster workplace. The circle in Fig.1, S1, S2, ∙∙∙, and Sn represents the 
embedded system which is included in the smart scale. The standalone system of cloud stage is developed in 
Ref. [8]. The embedded system in the smart scale acquires data from sensors such as the weight sensor, the 
temperature sensor and NFC card reader to get information of workers at the oyster workplace. The 
management program OPMP(Oyster Product Management Program) runs at the server which is in oyster 
cooperative union. If we look at the agent stage, there are two kinds of agents, PC agents and phone agents. 
We developed the monitoring program which runs on PC agent and the app which runs on smart phone called 
phone agent. The management program OPMP in the management server in Fig. 1 receives the commands 
from agents and sends the commands to the system in cloud stage. When a change happens in cloud stage, the 
management server sends data to agents to update the display information on agents. When the problem is 
detected at the embedded system, the management server sends received signals form the embedded system to 
agents in real time. 

  

  

Figure 1. Architecture of two-stage multichannel system for oyster product management 

 
Fig. 2 shows the dataflow of two-stage multichannel system. The data of the system is stored in the 

management server and the middleware in Fig. 2 is the gateway of the data. There are four communication 
ports in the middleware. Two ports are used for cloud stage and two ports are used for agent stage. In Fig. 2, 
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OPMP is the management program running on the management server in Fig. 1. In cloud stage, the 
management program OPMP sends and receives data with WOPMP(Workplace Oyster Product Management 
Program) running on the computer at the oyster workplace through internet and cloud app running on the 
smart phone in the oyster workplace through 3G/LTE mobile communication, respectively. The embedded 
system in the smart scale communicates with WOPMP through intranet (Wi-fi). Therefore, the embedded 
system can transmit the data to the management program OPMP through WOPMP and the middleware in Fig. 
2. Also, the embedded system communicates with the smart phone in the workplace by Bluetooth. That is, the 
app running on that smart phone, cloud app, transmits data between the embedded system and the middle 
through Bluetooth and 3G/LTE mobile communication. The app server program in the middleware transmits 
the data between the management program OPMP and cloud app. In addition, cloud app provides functions 
which control the embedded system directly on the smart phone. 
 

     

Figure 2. Dataflow of two-stage multichannel system 

In agent stage, the management program OPMP communicates with agents through internet and 3G/LTE 
mobile communication. The PC agent is connected to internet and communicates with the program WOPMP 
through the middleware. The monitoring program called Agent OMP(Agent Oyster Monitoring Program) 
running on the PC agents sends commands and receives data through the middleware in Fig. 2. Also, the 
monitoring app called Agent App running on the smart phone communicates through 3G/LTE mobile 
communication which is represented with the dotted line between phone agent and the middleware in Fig. 2. 
 
 
3. IMPLEMENTATION OF TWO-STAGE MULTICHANNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

To develop two-stage multichannel system for oyster product management, we implemented the embedded 
system in the smart scale, management programs OPMP, WOPMP and monitoring program Agent OMP, Agent 
App and middleware which is the gateway for messages. 

 
3.1 Middleware 

Fig. 3 shows detailed block diagram of the middleware in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 3, there are four 
communication ports, two for workplace system and two for agents. All the messages coming into the 
middleware are transferred to the management program OPMP. The management program OPMP does not 
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communicate with agents and systems in cloud stage directly. The main functions of the middleware are as 
follows. 
〮◌ Send received messages from agents and systems in cloud stage to the management program OPMP. 
〮◌ Send received messages from the management program OPMP to agents and systems in cloud stage. 

 
As shown in Fig. 3, the middleware consists of three blocks which are the message queue, the security 

module and the app server module. The message queue stores the messages received from cloud systems and 
agents. The app server module receives messages coming from smart phone or sends messages to the smart 
phone. When the operator logs in the system at PC agent, the unique socket for that agent is generated. The 
data for that account is transferred through that socket. When the massage is received from agents, the 
middleware checks the received message whether it’s from authorized account. To verify the authorized 
account, the middleware checks login id, password and identification number which are included in the 
message. MAC address for PC agent and USIM number (or IEMI) for phone agent are used as identification 
number. If the message is unauthorized account, the middleware sends the error message to agent. For 
messages from the authorized account, the middleware inserts the received message to the message queue. The 
messages in the message queue are sent to the oyster product management program OPMP one by one. USIM 
number (or IEMI) for cloud phone also is used as identification number. 
 

   

Figure 3. Detailed block diagram of the middleware 

 
3.2 Embedded System in the smart scale 

The embedded system in the smart scale acquires data from sensors such as the temperature sensor, the 
weight sensor, NFC card reader and so on. The main functions of the embedded system are as follows. 
〮◌ Communicate with the management program WOPMP through Wi-fi and with the management program 

OPMP through Bluetooth. 
〮◌ Acquire the data from the temperature sensor and the humidity sensor and send the acquired data. 
〮◌ Measure the weight of the oyster on the smart scale and send it to the management program. 
〮◌ Identify the worker who is measuring the weight of the oyster after reading the data recorded in NFC card. 

 
Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the embedded system we developed. As shown in Fig. 4, it consists of 4 

modules. 
〮◌ Processing module: Control the embedded system. 
〮◌ Sensor module: Acquire the data from the sensors such as the weight sensor (load cell), the temperature 

sensor, the humidity sensor and read data from NFC card reader. 
〮◌ Communication module: Send and receive data through two communication ports, intranet (Wi-fi) port or 
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Bluetooth port.  
 

   

Figure 4. Block diagram of the embedded system 

3.3 Workplace Output Management Program 
The workplace oyster output management program, WOPMP running on the computer at the oyster 

workplace manages the output of the oyster produced at that workplace automatically in real time. The main 
functions of the program WOPMP are as follows. 
〮◌ Communicate with embedded systems in the smart scale and the program OPMP through Wi-fi and 

internet. 
〮◌ Total up the output produced at the oyster workplace. 
〮◌ Handle the events coming from cloud system, the program WOPMP and cloud app. 
〮◌ Enroll, modify or delete the information of the workers and smart scales of each workplace. 
〮◌ Send the data of the oyster workplace, i.e. the information of workers, smart scales and the output of the 

oyster at that workplace to update the information stored on the server at the center. 
 
3.4 Oyster Management Program 

The oyster management program OPMP and the oyster monitoring program Agent OMP have similar user 
interface. The function for registering/unregistering agents is active at the management program OPMP only. 

The monitoring program Agent OMP runs at the registered PC. The operator can log in the system as system 
administrator account or the user account at every PC agent. Following functions become active in the system 
administrator account. 
〮◌ Create/Delete the user accounts. 
〮◌ Enroll, modify or delete the information of oyster workplaces. 
〮◌ Register/Unregister workplaces to the specific accounts. The workplace can be registered to several 

accounts. 
 
The oyster product management program, OPMP running on the computer at the center (oyster cooperative 

union) monitors the output of the oyster produced at all the oyster workplaces in real time. The main functions 
of the oyster output management program at the center are as follows. 
〮◌ Communicate with the workplace management program WOPMP running on the computer at the 

workplace through the internet or the oyster output management app through the 3G/LTE mobile 
communication. 

〮◌ Total up the output of the oyster produced at all the oyster workplaces. 
  
As described in Ref. [8], Fig. 5 shows the main window of the oyster management programs, OPMP and 

Agent OMP. The icons which are listed on the upper side of the window provide various functions needed to 
set and show the information. The data received from workplaces is listed on the central part of the oyster 
output management program in Fig. 5. If the oyster workplace on the left side in Fig. 5 is clicked, the 
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information of the selected oyster workplace is displayed. 

 

 

Figure 5. The main window of the programs, OPMP and Agent OMP 

Fig. 6 shows the dialog box to enroll/modify oyster workplaces. The oyster workplaces are listed on the 
left side of the windows in Fig. 6. If one of oyster workplaces is selected, the information of the selected oyster 
workplace is displayed with the location of the selected oyster workplace on the map. We can enroll or modify 
the information of the selected oyster workplace using the dialog box shown in Fig. 6. 

 

          
Figure 6. The Dialog box to enroll/modify oyster workplace 

In addition to the functions described before, the management programs, OPMP and Agent OMP have 
many useful functions such as statistical information of each oyster worker and for each oyster workplace. The 
management programs, OPMP and Agent OMP are developed with Eclipse IDE for Java Developers [15-17]. 
The database is designed with SQL Lite. 
 
3.5 Monitoring Program on Phone Agent 

The monitoring program Agent App which is the app on the phone agent runs at the registered client smart 
phone. The monitoring program Agent App shows same information with the monitoring program Agent OMP.  
 
3.6 Cloud App on Cloud Phone 

The program cloud App which is the app on the cloud phone communicates with the smart scale through 
Bluetooth and the middleware as shown in Fig. 3. The main functions of the app running on the smart phone 
can be classified into two. 
〮◌ Communication channel between the embedded system in the smart scale and the middleware. 
〮◌ Providing the functions to monitor and set the parameter of the embedded system. The embedded system 

can be monitored and controlled through the app on cloud phone. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 

We implemented two-stage multichannel architecture for oyster output management system, cloud stage or 
agent stage. The proposed oyster output management system based on IoT(Internet of Things) uses two 
communication channels, the internet or the 3G/LTE mobile communication at each stage. In cloud stage, the 
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oyster management system at each workplace communicates with the oyster main server at the control center 
through two channels, Ethernet or 3G/LTE mobile communication. In agent stage, PCs and smart phones 
called agents also communicate with oyster main server through Ethernet and 3G/LTE mobile communication. 
In addition to the amount of the oysters produced at all oyster workplaces, the environment of oyster 
workplaces, such as temperature and humidity can be monitored on agents to judge the freshness. Two stage 
architecture with multiple channels makes it possible to monitor the amount of oyster product and environment 
of the oyster workplace at any place using PC or smart phone in real time. We developed the embedded system, 
the monitoring program running on the server and the monitoring program running on the client PC and the 
app running on the client smart phone, which access the monitoring program at the control center. We are 
improving our system to expand the application area for various kinds of marine products. 
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